Centre for Atmospheric Sciences, IIT Delhi

Call for participation in SERB School on

‘Fundamentals of Oceanic Processes and Modelling’
(Sponsored by Science and Engineering Research Board, DST, Government of India)
to be held at CAS, IIT Delhi
[Programme Period: 19 May to 11 June 2015]

Thirty candidates to be selected from all over the country based on the following criteria.

Eligibility: M.Sc./M.Tech. in Oceanography/Meteorology/Marine Science/Atmospheric Science/Environmental Science/Physics/Mathematics or B.Tech./M.Tech. in Ocean Engg/Civil Engg with overall good academic record and working knowledge on computer operating system UNIX/Linux and programming languages, e.g. FORTRAN.

Age limit: Less than 35 years as on 31 March 2015 (relaxable to sponsored participants).

The faculty of the course will consist of eminent scientists/faculty/specialists from various academic/research institutions, universities and operational organizations.

The completed application in the format available at http://cas.iitd.ac.in/events.html or as given below should reach Prof. A. D. Rao, Course Coordinator, Centre for Atmospheric Sciences, Indian Institute of Technology, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110 016 on or before 10 March 2015; e-mail: adrao@cas.iitd.ernet.in.

All eligible non-official outstation participants will be provided travel support (3-tier AC Train fare) as per rules, accommodation and local hospitality, if requested, as per IIT Delhi norms. There is no registration fee for attending the school.

Proforma for application
1. Name; 2. Address, e-mail and contact no.; 3. Date of birth and sex (M/F); 4. Educational qualifications (starting from graduate level); 5. Working knowledge of FORTRAN/UNIX/Matlab/Windows, etc.; 6. Employment record, if any; 7. Relevance of this training programme to your present/proposed work; 8. Details of any other similar programme attended previously; 9. Research publications, if any; 10. Accommodation required? (Y/N); 11. Name of two persons for reference; 12. Signature of the candidate; 13. Recommendation of the Head of the Department/Institute (with seal) indicating explicitly whether the candidate is being sponsored or not; 14. Please indicate whether the sponsoring authority will pay TA/DA (local hospitality) for participation.